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"BASIC STUFF" SERIES

A collection of booklets presenting concepts, principles and
developmental ideas extracted from the body of knowledge for
physical education and sport. Each booklet is intended for use
by undergraduate majors and practitioners in physical educa-
tion.
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preface
II It, illtii111,111iill hit pliv,at

hot., ilk, ilk( moing 110\ 11111,,, \\I on \Hi
1)hyai)10 }tV, )11101,, .11i, 111Ve,a1){,11111}{ 11011101(4th I as-

pel Is Itt moot I ontiol, I Isinjt ( (Impute( sinitilatilin (ind Mho(
sophislic(iled tot Imiques, biome( honk ,( hots (ire tutu
in}{ now \vilys l() analvie Imolai) movement. As a h",1111
ItIlle\Ved Si)( kik alidthy( 11()11)}1i( itspet Iti

movemolt, a v,tsl, highly ...01( himly (1) L11(1\0441,0
has emerged.

Many physical education tom hors wont I() use (Ind apply
information particularly relevant to their leaching, II is not an
easy task. Illy quantity of (escort I) alone vould require
down to dusk reading st nodule, I he speciali/ed nature ol the
research tends to make It difficult for a layperson to ( ompre-
hend fully, And finally, little work has been directed toward
applying the research to the more prat lit al con( erns of
teat hers in Ow field. 1 hus the burgeoning body of information
availahle to researchers and academicians has had little im-
pact On physical education programs in the field.

The Basic Stuff series IS the culmination of the National
Association for Sport and Physical Education efforts to con-
front this problem. An attempt was made to identify basic
knowledge relevant to physical education programs and to
present that knowledge in a useful, readable formal, The
series is not concerned with physical education curriculum
(lesign, but the "basic stuff" concepts are common core in-
fatuation pervading any physical education course of study.

The selection of knowledge for inclusion it) the series was
based upon relevance to students in physical education
programs. Several common student motives,or.purposes for
participation were identified: health (feeling good), appear-
ance (looking good), achievement (doing better), social (get-
ting along), aesthetic (turning on), and coping with the envi-
ronment (surviving). Concepts were then selected which
provided information useful to students in accomplishing
these purposes.

The Basic Stuff project includes two types of booklets.
Series I is designed (or use by preservice and inservice
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rz- Psycho-Social

Negative movement
experiences are not
necessarily bad.
they can serve as
stepping stones
toward ,r greater
understanding of
self and more
appropriate
selections of
phy ical activity

Why?
Principles involved
I. As a result of negative movement experiences, students are
often provided insight into alternative activities which are
more conducivo to hody type and interests.

2. Students iodv begin to view their movement potential
more realistically., and as a unique characteristic. Evidence of
this may he noticed through students setting more progressive
and obtainable goals as well as through their viewing others as
having strengths and weaknesses also.

3. By disclosing information with others about feelings, likes,
and dislikes, one begins to understand self more clearly.

How?
Learning Experiences

1. Planning a large variety of activities during the school year,
students can become attuned to the type of movements and
activities in which they do and do not enjoy participation. The
student can readily assess personal skill and interest as well as
recognizing areas needing improVement. A good way to en-
courage students to persist with- an activity which is initially
negative is to plan an activity that is novel and challenging.
juggling three beanbags is a good example. The teacher
should demonstrate the activity once and then have students
experiment with the LO. After a few minutes of practice, dis-
cuss the task in terms of:

difficultytoo hard): too easy?;
positive or negative-feelings?:
is the activity interesting? boring ?;
what Can be done to help achieve the task? (practice with ,

one, then two, then three, etc.).
At that point, the teacher should offer some helpful sugges-
tions and individual assistance. Again, the class should dis-
cuss the meaning of negative experiences and the fact that
there will always be activities we enjoy and those in which we
do not wish to continue to participate. Sometimes, though,
just giving oneself a little time to practice is all that is needed.

2. Emphasize the uniqueness of each person. Plan activities
which point out individual strengths and weaknesses so stu-
dents can realize that everyone can do some things well while
other activities are -much more difficult. Having students
bounce balls with their non-dominant hand is a good activity



that demonstrates difficulty. To make it even harder, have
them jog or dribble through an obstacle course as they attempt
this feat. Another suggestion would be to induce prejudicial
situations to begin a discussion about the uniqueness of
people. Examples:

alI people with blue eyes must move sideways during the
activity;
all students horn in the month of February must travel on
three body parts instead of two.

1 his type of activity must be handled with caution and the in-
tentions fully explained to the class. Factors to be emphasized
would include:

everyone is important regardless of how skilled or un-
skilled;
everyone has strengths and weaknesses;
everyone is different.
Encourage students to set personal performance goals.

Since the AAHPERD Youth Fitness Test* is widely utilized,
students could set goals for some or all of the test items. The
teacher needs to help students set progressive and realistic
goals. It is always motivational to see progress. Have students
keep records of their achievements as this assists in retaining
interest.
3. Nurturing an environment which is conducive to honesty
and in which everyone is entitled to an opinion is very impor-
tant. Provide for significant partner and group discussion. An
ideal time to interact is at the end of each lesson. This "talk
time" (closure) develops group awareness, elicits ideas of
group interest and fosters a feeling of group cohesiveness.
Often it_ is easier to share our feelings with a single friend or
partner. Therefore, allowing students to choose their own
partners is a good practice. Also providing opportunities in
and out of class for partners to work on skills, projects, etc., to-
gether will help facilitate- self - disclosure.
Example: "friend games" teaching strategy where two
partners work together to help each other improve motor fit-
ness skills. Each challenges the other toward improvement by
cooperating, nurturing, and supporting.
Example: assign partner projects to be completed outside of
class such as mini-bulletin boards, movement collages, mak-
ing equipment, and creating games and dances. These ac-
tivities will encourage partner interaction as they strive to
work and plan together.

AAEIPERD Fitness Test Manual. Washington, DC: American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1976.



Physiology of Exercise

An active lifestyle is
necessary to live to
the fullest. To
achieve such a
lifestyle it must be
tailored to an
individual's needs,
interests, and
talents, or the
motivation to
pursue such a
lifestyle may not be
maintained

Why?
I. Physical activities provide a unique, enjoyable way to
spend a portion of one's day. These activities can he cathartic
experiences which foster a feeling of self-satisfaction and/or
belonging and can he important to mental health.

2. Activities should he engaged in which will provide pur-
pose and pleasure in the individual's current life as well as
being preparatory for purposeful and pleasurable involve-
ment later on in life.

3. Participation in physical activities can help to minimize
risk from hypokinetic diseases.

How?
Learning Activities
1. Students should be assessed as to their interests so that ac-
tivities can be offered on an individualized preferential basis.
A simple questionnaire can be developed to do this. An enor-
mous number of activities can be undertaken which provide
pleasurable cathartic experiences. However, it must he re-
membered that these experiences will differ based on .indi-
vidual student's interests. In other words, providing one activ-
ity for the entire class is probably no more appropriate relative
to meeting, individual needs and interests than would one
reading assignment be developmentally apprOpriate for an
entire class. Learning centers (stations) can be used to increase
opportunities for individualizing physical activity experi-
ences.

2. Children in The 9-12 year age range should have a thor-
ough background in basic motor skills as these are the skills
which will allow for successful participation in a variety of
"lifetime" activities.

Ther4e will probably never be a time a person's life where
more time to practice motor skills will be available than in
childhood. Much of this free time is available outside of
schodl hours; therefore, the teacher must provide children
with activities they can-do at home.

Lead4ip activities to various sports are very appropriate at
this age. Students should be taught to modify activities so that
the number of participantS; rules, scoring, playing area di-
mensions, etc., can be adjusted to accommodate their needs.
For example,.the teacher could challenge the children to find
ways to play a two or four person baseball type game in a rela-

1 5



tively small space. Children could use a yarnball, carpet
squares for bases, and a plastic bat to make use of a small play-
ing space. Rules could be changed so that only two bases are
used. The same type of modification could he used for many
types of sports (for example, two person soccer, floor hockey
or volleyball). Lead-up Games to Team Sports by Blake and
Volp would serve as an excellent resource with regard to
generating activity ideas. llow to Change the Games Children
Play by Morris provides insights relative to games modifica-
tion.

3. Learning individual, partner, and small group activities is
most important because they represent realistic numbers in
home and neighborhood play situations. Children should un-
derstand that it is very rare when major physiological changes
occur as a result of school experiences exclusively. Therefore,
in order to prevent hypokinetic diseases, children should be
exposed to interesting, fun-filled, and vigorous movement ex-
periences which can be participated in at home as well as at
school.

7



Physiology of Exercise

A properly executed
warmup will help to
prepare muscles
and joints for safe
and efficient use

Why?
I. A warmup should be individualized as much as possible.

2. Warmups should commence with activities which warm
the body in general.

Warmups should progress from low to high intensity (pro-
gression).

4. A warm up of specific body parts which will be stressed in
the lesson, should follow general warmup.

5. Flexibility type exercises should be done using a con-
trolled stretch (non-ballistic) technique.

6. Flexibility is specific: to a given joint; therefore, general
flexibility must he maintained and/or increased on a head to
toe basis.

How?
Learning Experiwices

1-2, Students should be able to apply warmup exercises as
individuals. After students have conceptual knowledge con-
cerning warmup, the instructor should ultimately be able to
start a class by saying "find a space and begin your warmup
with general warmup exercises". Students should demon-
strate an understanding of the principle involved by doing
such things as jogging in place, jumping jacks, performing
creative total body .movement exercises, aerobic dance ac-
tivities, and so forth. Students should know that although it is
not a precise indicator, the onset of. sweating is a crude indi-
cator of sufficient warmup.

3. Playing music is one technique for suggesting a gradual in-
crease in warmup intensity. Music should start with a rela-
tively slow rhythmical beat and gradually increase in tempo.
However, when using this technique, a teacher should realize
that the music tends to set a cadence which may not be in
keeping with the optimal warmup pace for every individOal in
the class.

4. As with general warmup exercises, students should be able
to apply specific warmup exercises. Depending on the length
and intensity of the general warmup section, the teacher
might stop the activity for a brief resting period and during this
time indicate the activities planned for .the class period. The
children would then be asked to do specific warmup exercises
befitting the lesson content. For example, a "hurdler's. seat"..

17



exercise (see Figure 1) would be a logical choice if the activity
were to involve running and/or jumping. Proceeding in this
manner, the instructor would actually be conducting an indi-
vidualized formative (ongoing) evaluation of the students'
understanding and application of the concepts. Students
should he encouraged to make up some of their own exercises
011Ce they realize the specific: muscle groups requiring per-
formance readiness. An ability to do this would provide some
indication of conceptual understanding.

Figure 1. Hurdler's seat exercise.



5. Children need to be taught the optimal way to do flexibility
type exercises so as to minimize muscle soreness from exer-
cising and to decrease the injury potential associated with bal-
listic. (fast) exercising, e.g., fast bobbing toe touches from a
standing position. The controlled (static) stretch is the recom-

iended technique. The student should hold the end position
(full range position) of a joint for 3-15 seconds. Properly
selected music with sustained phrases is useful in this regard.

(). Students should he encouraged to create their own exer-
cises to provide for total body flexibility. If the instructor
moves around asking individual students for creative re-
soonses to speCific flexibility needs, the challenge, relevance,
and success necessary to self-initiate experiences of this na
lure outside of the school environment may be provided.

1O



Physiology of Exercise

It is important to
utilize a cooling
down procedure
(tapering off,
warming down) as
the concluding
aspect of any
vigorous activity
session

Why?
The time needed to cool down is determined by the degree

of intensity of the activity session and to some degree on the
environmental conditions present.

2. Upon cessation of 'exercises, blood will rush to the ex-
tremities, particularly the legs, unless some movement activ-
ity is done to prevent this "pooling".

3. As a rough estimate of sufficient cool-down, heart rate
should be below 120, three minutes after cessation of vigor-
ous activity and below 100 after ten minutes.

How Do I Get It?
Learning Experiences

1. After all vigorous activity sessions, make sure the students
keep moving. The following activities are appropriate for
cooling down: very slow jogging; walking; stretching ac-
tivities; very slow rhythmic movements.

2. Have each student take his pulse prior to a vigorous activ-
ity clone in class. Immediately upon completion of the activity
have all students check pulse .rates at the wrist or carotid ar-i
tery. (Note: there has been some concern expressed in the lit-)
erature indicating that using the carotid artery for taking
pulses in children may be harmful. Consequently, until this
controversy is settled, it may be prudent to check children's
pulses at the wrist.) Take pulse again at a three minute mark.
Check to see how many are below the 120 goal after three
minutes. After they have returned to their classroom, or wher-
ever they are 10 minutes after completing the exercise ses-
sion, have them check their pulse rate again to see if it is under
100. Discuss the differences between pre- and post-activity
pulse rates and the physiological implications involved. Dis-
cuss the significance of recovery heart rates.



Physiology of Exercise

Not all exercises are
developmentally
beneficial

12

Why Is It Important?
1. Some exercises are contraindicated, i.e., they are -LA rec-
ommended because they are potentially harmful to the user.
Students should be advised that the following exercises are
not recommended by many orthopedists: double leg raise;
standing toe touches (particularly when done ballistically);
toe raises on a flat surface; the duck walk; reverse body bends
such as the wrestler's bridge and back bends.

How Do I Get It?
Learning Experiences

Replacement exercises should be provided for all of the
contraindicated exercises listed above (see Figure 2).

Specific reasons why these exercises should be avoided are as
follows.

Double leg raises 'place too much pressure on the lumbar
spine. It is potentially dangerous relative to injury to that por-
tion of the spine. The danger is particularly applicable for
people with weak abdominal muscles.

Standing toe touches are typically done ballistically and a
ballistic action coupled with a gravitational pull enhances the
chance for overcompensation in the downward movement,
consequently risking injury to the back. This exercise is par-'
ticularly dangerous when used as a general warmup exercise.

Toe raises done on a flat floor have a tendency to cause a
loss of flexibility in the ankle joint due to a shortening of the
calf muscle (gastronem i us).

The duck,walk exercise stretches the lateral ligaments of the
knee due to the ballistic torque action placed on the knee joint
as the performer walks along.

The wrestler's bridge and gymnastiC type back bends place
considerable pressure on the lumbar spine.

0



Contraindicated Exercises Replacement Exercises

Purpose of exercise is to develop abdominals.

Double leg raise Bent knee sit-up

Purpose of exercise is to stretch buttock muscles (gluteus) and
muscles of the leg (hamstrings).

Standing toe touch
(ballistic)

Sitting toe touch (stretch slowly
hold end position 3-1 5 seconds)

Purpose of exercise is to strengthen calves.

Toes raises off floor Toe raises: toes on board
to allow for stretching

Figures 2a-f.
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Contraindicated Exercises Replacement Exercises

Purpose of exercise is to develop Literal knee flexibility.

Duck walk Lotus position
(static stretch)

Purpose of exercise to develop flexibility in back.

14

Wrestler's bridge
(gymnastic back bend)

Table back bends
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Figures .2g-j:
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Humanities

Good feelings result
from both the
process and the
product of
participation in
physical activity

Why?
1. Process is identified as the feelings about the performance
while product is identified as the results or benefits of the per-
formance.

2. What leek good differs among participants.

i. Knowing what feels good increases individual performer's
understanding and the potential significance of movement
experiences.

How?
Learning Experiences

1. Give students a "set" to be aware of their feelings during
participatiOri in some fairly continuous activity; Allow stu-
dents the opportunity to be awde of how they feel. Occasion-
ally stop an activity at a peak time and have students write
how they feel. Try this same technique after success in a
cooperative-competitive task such as a tug-of-war ora partner
type activity.

2. Develop a simple inventory form to determine likes and
dislikes of each student. The students then have the opportu-
nity to plan and teach other students activities which corre-

'pond to their favorite activity. While "teaching", the student
can consistently instruct other students to verbalize how they
feel about the performance. Activities in gymnastics, tum-
bling, and track and field would function well towards estab-
lishing this concept.

3. Students are encouraged to determine a moment.of a per-
formance experience that "feels good". Each student should
recapture that moment by duplicating the movement experi-
ence and describing "how" the movement felt good. The
class or small group should share the verbalization of the
"good feeling" of each student.

Example: each student would find a practice area to perform
the experience that "felt good". The students would be chal-
lenged to repeat the movement over and over again and find
words to verbalize why it "felt good". Students then would be
called together to share and discuss.

As a follow-up to the idea given above, have each student per-
form for the other students. The "audience" would determine
why the movement form "felt good".

4
ti JE
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Humanities

All performers vary
in the experiencing
and understanding
of health (feeling
good) as a product
and a process of
participation

16

Why?
1. Some changes are very subtle and occur over a period of
tulle; some of the changes seem dramatic and occur in a rela-
tively short period of time.

2. All aspects of participation do not "feel good".

3. Many performers refer directly to health and fitness when
describing the products of participation.

How Do t Get It?
Learning Experiences

1. Conduct brainstorming sessions to discuss how and why
physical activity can help health and fitness. Follow up the
discussion with lessons involving some of the suggested ideas.

Example: record present weight of students and plan exercise
programs and diet consideration5 which would increase the
health and fitness of the individual students. Sponsor jogging,
cycling, skating, or swimming programs after school to fulfill
the exercise program.

2. Have students develop a physical fitness chart which is
kept throughout the year. Students can then set individual
goals and monitor progress. An example would be to evaluate
distance covered in a ten-minute run each month as a circulo-
respiratory measure.

3. What one performer identifies as feeling good, another
may identify as unpleasant or even painful. As an example:
some runners enjoy the. feeling of fatigue in muscles while
other experience similar fatigue as an annoyance and inter-
ruption of their goals for running. Distract students from body
sensation by "coaching" focus on the jeFhnical achievement
or the result of the skill. Motivate 'Mogi,* using records and
charts of individual performance.

4. Fitness assessments can be made to determine areas need-
ing improvement. Assessments relative to strength, flexibility,
agility, and cardiovascular fitness can be conducted. A variety
of instrumentation could be used such as hand dynamomet-
ers, flexometer, and stopwatches to get reliable data. Periodic
testing would be helpful in motivating students. Activities
such as circuit training, jogging, rhythmic aerobics, obstacle
courses, etc., can be utilized to help students improve in areas
of interest and/or deficiency.



Kinesiology

Lower back
problems and/or
injury can he
decreased through
proper conditioning
techniques

Why Is It Important?
. Muscles (which help in providing proper joint alignment)

need to he of sufficient strength to ace °owlish their tasks.

2. Maintaining a rounded back when exercising, e.g., doing
situps, decreases the chance of injury to the lower back.

Now Do I Get It?
Learning Experiences
1 . Have children practice specific activities for muscle
strength development related to joints that are most used in
the lesson content under consideration. Encourage children's
interest in developing and maintaining strength by providing
ways to measure and record it, especially at home. Occasion-
ally ask children to bring in their progress charts from home
for perusal and comments by the teacher.

2. In a developmental exercise session, do the following to be
sure children are maintaining a flat or rounded lower back po-
sition:
a) watch them and comment when appropriate (positive

comments as well as corrective comments are appropri-
ate);

b) have them analyze each others movements;
cl have them feel the difference of doing the exercise cor-

rectly and incorrectlyencourage their awareness of the
proper positiondiscuss the consequences of contraindi-
cated styles over the long and/or short term.

17



Motor Development

Participation in Why?
physical activities 1. Physical, mental, and social factors affect a person's poen-
can help a person to tia I for feeling good.
feel good

2. Physical activity can help make the body more attractive.

3. A good lewd of fitness helps one to be more alert and full of
energy.

4. Physical activity helps to release stress and tension.

18

How?
Learning Experiences

1. Have students keep a physical fitness notebook,
a) Self-analysis on physical health:

1) height and weight;
2), eating habits;
3) exercise routine.

b) Students should understand that it is unlikely there is
enough time in physical education classes to make sig-
nificant progress toward the physical fitness of indi-
vidual students. Students need to select activities they
enjoy and will do at home on their own. Opportunities
to try such activities can be initially experienced
through the physical education program. Exemplary
activities consist of daily exercise routines, jogging,
bike riding, dancing, etc.

2. Have students participate in small group games with the
understanding that no one is to be left out. All must work to-
gether to develop a good feeling. Opportunities for children to
modify old games or make up new ones may be appropriate
depending on the situation.

3. Challenge students to develop a physical activity routine
to follow every day for a month. Have students keep an energy
level chart of when they have high and low energy feelings.
Have them set goals in relation to proper sleeping, ea!ing, and
exercising regimens. Have them discuss their feelings when
these goals are met.

4. Discuss the ability to relax tense muscles. Wor'k on the dif-
ference between contraction and relaxation. Performing
isometric exercises will help to comprehend this concept. The
following ideas may help students "feel" relaxed.

a) Press hands together with maxinum pressure.for three
seconds then relax them.

a.



I)) Comm( t an(1 n.le.rme tit(ona(.h nnrtirleti for three -mc on(1
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Motor Development

A positive
self-concept results
from feeling good
and developing a
sense of
individuality

20

Why?
I . One of the most important things to achieve in life is a
good feeling about one's self.

2. Physical health factors, along with mental health factors of
self-image, self-acceptance, and self-concept, are the build-
ing blocks for feeling good about one's self.

3. To develop individuality one must have a good self-
concept.

4. Physical skills are very individual in nature and it is impor-
tant to understand and accept one's abilities and limitations.

How Do I Get It?
Learning Experiences
1. Have sturipits make a list of things they like about them-
selves and things they do not like. Have them see if the
"good" things outweigh the bad. Have students take the
same list and decide what they can do to change some of the
things they do not like. Students should feel at ease in ap-
proaching the teacher for help. The teacher should provide
feedback and reassurances relative to motor development
needs. Referrals can be made for other needs.

2. Have students make a list of things they personally feel
they like that no one else might like.

eatingfoods, e.g., bananas with peanut butter
dressclothes
hairstyles
perfumes

Consider and discuss the individuality of ideas with the stu-
dents.

3. Have the students make a list of physical skills in which
they feel they perform well.

Examples: moving and tracking; guarding and rebOunding;
swimming; running; jumping for height or distance.

Discuss the individual differences relative to selection.
Have students discuss in class why they preferred specific ac-
tivities. Make sure students note the diversity of activity selec-
tions as well as the degrees of difference in skill levels.



Motor Development

Satisfaction results Why?
horn Attaining goals 1, lo set realistit gook, it is lief essay to understand indi-
that are realistic vidual needs and capabilities,

2. As one matures, the importance of individual goal setting
and attainment increases and the importance of group ac-
ceptance dr q- reases.

t. As achievements are reached through practice and im-
provement, the learner can more accurately develop goals for
further achievement.

How Do I Get It?
Learning Experiences

1. Using the list found on pages 26-27, have each student
select an activity of his own choosing and then set a realistic
goal to work toward, More than one goal may he selected, if
reasonable.

2. Discuss goal setting and peer acceptance. Have the stu-
dents pretend they are adults and assume they have whatever
job they would like to have as an adult Recommend that they
set physical fitness type goals that would be useful in their
chosen profession or choose activities to help them cope with
the stresses of their imagined jobs.

Examples: staying fit; maintaining proper body weight; par-
ticipation in stress reduction activities.

3. After goal attainment has been achieved (as per activities
indicated in #1 above), have the students express their inner
feelings concerning goal accomplishment. Ask about the im-
plications of their success toward further goal setting, etc.

21
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CHAIIFER -two

appearance

Psycho-Social

We all have
cognitive and
emotional images of
ourselves these

ideas of self form
what is termed body
image

Why Is It Important?
. Feelings and ideas about one's body are deduced from in-

teraction with others in our society.

2. A person's weight, height, ability, etc. help compose the
cognitive, somatic image of the body.
3. If one is unhappy with his body image, change can occur
by working to modify the body's conformation and its physi-
calabilities.

How Do I Get It?
Learning Experiences

1. Due to the fact that social opinion has great affect upon
one's body image, we are constantly attempting to be accept-

23



able to Ober, I lowever, helot, we an got a trite feeling for
otuselves as 'novels, we must litenilk".eo ourselves, Minors
pnivide wool opponunities to watt itself-movement and 1(1 at-
tempt skill tetinement. Ity ku at ourselves actually mov-

ing, the images we quite regarding uII bodies aro often dif-
terent than the ones we sense fioni within, Also, we are begin-

ning t(1 IP1' .1'.1)0101'1 `1114`

Vidt'l /taping is another effective way to at hieve body-self

awareness. Mit«, students transcend the unique affect of
,Tin); Iht'tllsl'IVl" 1H1 the monitor, it becomes a useful teach-

ing tool. I he tea( het Indy wish tape anything lion) indi-
vidual performant tu an entire class participating as a group,
Students gel the chance to see themselves as movers 111(1, as a

result of this, body image may be affected.
aking body measurements such as height and weight are

helpful to the student. This information is important as one de-

termines desired body weight based upon height and age. A

[mg(' reliable means of ascertaining desirable body weight
and percent of body fat is by using skin-fold calipers. This in-
strument measures subcutaneous fat and is reasonably reli-
able if used prop&rly. Most exercise physiology texts have the

necessary formulas for these calculations.

3. To change something, one should know exactly what it is
that needs changing and determine w'hether the change is re-
ally necessary. When considering body image, one must take

a realistic look at the reasons why change is desired. Many
times, social standards and stereotypes are the precipitating
factors and they are ill-conceived and often unrealistic when
considering change. A simple question-answer form can help
students address these important concerns. Some items might

include:
what would you change about your body if you could?;
why would you consider this change?;
do you think it wotild make you feel better about yourself?;

how can you go about effecting this change?
Many students are very sensitive about being overweight,

skinny, or uncoordinated; therefore, using much discretion is
very important as students establish confidenCe in the
teacher's willingness to help them deal with their problems.
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Exercise Physiology

Regular exercise hAti
een shown to be

effective both
preventing and
treating obesity

Why?
I. l'ehowi 01 111 1111 't'X('' JIM ,ill app levels may suffer from
obt.sity.

2. Regular exercise can prevent ondior treat obesity provided
the person is motivatechvid exercises properly,

1 Regular exercise helps to maintain desired weight.
4. I here is no evidence that regular exercise leads hl obesity
by the appetite.

How?
Learning Experiences
I. Using a caliper, the instructor can obtain the body fat per-
centage of each student in the class. Available norms can be
used to determine high, medium, and low fat percentages. If
there ale a significant number of children in the obese cate-
gory, they-could be encouraged to join the school's version of
"Weight Watchers". Perhaps this group could meet after .

school at tlesignatecl times to learn more about obesity and to
engage in physical activities of interest. A voluntary group
may be challenged to lose a number of pounds of fat. Again,
physical education homework may be used as a means to
generate enthusiasm to work on vigorous activities outside of
school as well as in school. After a given time the calipers
would be used again to determine body fat content of each
group member to determine how many pounds of fat the
group lost. Individual counseling involving possible indi-
vidualized prescription-type activities would be a function of
the teacher. Parental permission and consultation with the
school physician is advised.

2. Students should understand the basic formula, i.e., caloric
input must be in balance with caloric output, or weight gain or
loss will result. The teacher can provide students with inforj
mation indicating the approximate caloric utilization for dif-
ferent types of activities as well as supplying information
which indicates the amount of calories in given amounts of
specific foods. Students can keep logs based upon their indi-
vidual caloric intake and expenditure. Classroom teachers
could supplement and complement these. experiences with
other dietary information such as the nutritive value in various
foods and importance of vitamins in the diet.

3-4. Students should be encouraged to keep height, weight,
and activity records. Teachers should ask students to periodi-

25
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Calm ies t lied Per lima
At ivitv

lA/11);10: 100 l b ,. 1 2 0 l b s . 1 ' i 0 1 1 1 , , 100 (11,. 21() lbs.

AR hen/ 1101 204 240 276 1(1(1

Backpacking (40 11). pa( kI 017 348 410 4/2 51.i

Badminton ,-,ri 2))9 440 391 425

Baseball 21(1 2 ill MO 322 350

Basketball (haltcourt) .2 2 ri
2 ri 5 300 til ri 375

Bicycling (normal s))eed) 157 170 210 242 263

Bowling 202 229 270 311 338

Canoeing 1.35 15.3 180 207 225

Circuit Training" 247 280 330 300 413

Dance, Aerobic 255 289 340 1391 425

Dance, Ballet 187. 212 250 288 313

Dance, Disco 315 357 420 483 525

Dance, Modern 187 212 250 288 313

Dance, Social 210 238 280 :322 350

Fencing 225 255 300 345 375

Fitness Calisthenics 232 263 31() 357 388

Football P5 255 300 :345 375

Golf (walking) 187 212 250 288 313

Gymnastics 232 263 310 357 388

Handball 450 510 600 690 750

Hiking 225 255 300 345 375

Horseback Riding 180 204 240 276 300

Interval Training' 487 552 650 748 833

Jogging (5Y2 m.p.h.) 487 552 650 748 833

Judo 232 263 310 357 388

Karate 232 263 t.. 310 357 388

Mountain Climbing 450 510 600 690 750

Pool; Billiards 97 110 130 150 163

Racquetball; Paddleball 450 510 600 690 750

Rope Jumping (continuous) 525 595 700 805 875

Rowing, Crew 615 697 820 943 1025

Running (1(J m.p.h.) 625 765 900 1035 1125

Sailing 135 153 180 207 225

Skating, Ice 262 297 350 403 438

Skating, Roller 262 297 350 403 438

Skiing, Cross-Country 525 595 700 805 875

Skiing, Downhill 450 510 600 690 750
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Exercise Physiology

Knowledge of how
lo develop Orength
prvido 111P4flti

for y4 and glrli to
develop dles that
look good
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pies 1,1 1111p111 1,1r1) lot strength development.
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Biceps (flexor muscle)

Triceps (extensor muscle)

Figure 3.
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development (fitness), diary. I he (limy might have a lonn of
the human body on Hach page, A (laity entry would he in
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ol the day (see l igure

I hi, overload print idle indicates that in cider to get
swinger nue.cles, one must attempt above normal workloads,
I he principle of progression specifies that the amount of exer-
cise should reflect a gradual increase in workload over a
period of time. Activities which allow for measurement would
Ile most appropriate for demonstrating this principle. Students
could, for example, keep daily records of their jogging experi-
ences (how far, how fast, how long, was the job). Recording
carotid pulse rate for one minute, five minute, and ten minute
intervals after the various jogging sessions, would serve as a
motivational incentive reflecting improvement. As pulse rate
numbers start to decline, the length of jogging time (duration)
or the distance run could be increased, or, the time it takes to
run a particular distance could be decreased (intensity). All of
the training variables (duration, intensity, and frequency) re-
late to the overload and progression principles.

3. The ultimate range of movement at a particular joint is the
distance between the maximum flexion and extension posi-
tions. Whenever strength development is attempted at a par-
ticular joint, it is important that the applied weight or resis-
tance goes through the full range of motion. "Muscle bound-
ness" (a decrease in the range of motion in a joint) can only
occur if exercising is clone improperly. The larger the range of
motion a joint has, the greater the force it can generate. A
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ENDURANCE
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Walked:
Jogged:

Swam:
Bicycled:
Others:
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dale

(activity)

Ne(

Ames:

Wakt;
I ens:

I vet:
0

(number or
time involved)

OTHER ACTIVITIES
(including sports skills)
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Figure 4. Fitness record (one page for each day).
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Humanities

It is through the
"body" that
individuals reflect
and express who
they are

Why Is It Important?
1. Attitudes toward the human body are often divided into
separate concepts.

2. When the body is conceived as an "object" it is a thing to
decorate, to clothe, etc.

3. When the body is conceived as a subject, it is the person
and the person's capabilities.

How?
Learning Experiences

1. When assigning groups or teams, students should be in-
structed to analyze the task and be encouraged to select
membership according to the task. An example could be to
select students that are the heaviest and largest to develop
pyramid bases in tumbling activities. In field sports, students
guarding a goal in the defensive area could he chosen by
those that desire less endurance activity.

2. While the majority of the class is engaged in the'activity, a
few students will observe the others for examples of "beauty"
in the activity. Students would take turns throughout the activ-
ity session. The observers will be called upon to share their
selection and explain the selection. Examples of alertness,
strength, efficiency, and unity would be encouraged.
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Motor Development

One's appearance is
influenced by
genetic iind
environmental
factors

Why?
1. Major appearance factors that are influenced by genes are:
height; length of limbs; facial features.

2. The pattern of growth is genetically determined.

3. Appearance factors controlled by environmental factors
include body composition (the ratio of fat-free weight to fat
weight) and postural 1;,ctors.

How?
Learning Experiences

1. Have students bring a single baby picture of themselves
and a single picture of parents to class. Make it a learning sta-
tion on genetics. See which students can match baby pictures
to parents.

2. Use only baby pictures and see which students can guess
which picture belongs to each student in the class.
:3. Plan m vement activites such as:
\a) W .)rk on developing good posture. Each child places a

bag on his head. On the signal "go", from the
teacher, all students move about the open spaces. On
the signal to "stop" all must become still without the
bean bag falling off.

b) Repeat same exercise but in their "own space" have
students move from a standing position to a sitting posi-
tion without letting the bean bag fall. Try sitting to
standing.

c) Have students work in partners or groups holding
hands and performing stunts.

4. To challenge upper grades, have students walk a balance
beam and change directions with hook or bean bag on their
heads.



Motor Development

Growth changes the Why?
body in many ways 1. Growth patterns in boys and girls are the ',mile, but the tim-

ing is different.

2. Growth rates of body segments vary.

3. Sex differences are found in growth rates.

4. The nervous system increases in complexity, which may
affect tx)tential skill in physical activities.

How?
Learning Experiences

1. Use art as a media for this concept. Have each student lay
down the length of his body on large sheets of brown paper.
Have students trace an outline of each student's body on the
paper. Have students color or paint in facial features and
clothes on their outlines. Cut the figures out. See which stu-
dents are tall; short, etc.

2. Use same outlines and have students observe or label body
parts. See which student has long legs, short arms, short waist,
long waist. Have students measure body segments.

3. Movement lesson: see 'which students excel'in particular
events. Are there any commonalities among the better rope
jumpers or among those that do not do so well at arm-
hanging? Have the children discuss their findings. Why is it
that some people do well in some tasks and not so well in
other tasks?

4. Discuss with the children the function of the nervous sys-
tem. Discuss why motor skills are long remembered, i.e.', once
a skill is learned it is typically not forgotten. For example, once
one learns how to skate, swim, or ride a bike, it is not forgot-
ten. Working in:partners, have children perform various skills
that they know how to do. Have them question each other as
to when they learned the skill, how long ago did they last per-
form the skill, etc.

'x :3
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Motor Development

Important changes
occur in bone and
muscle during the
growth years

36

Why?
1. New blood cells are laid down and calcified to increase
length and size of bones.

2. The blood supply to the bones is necessary for both main-
tenance of normal bone strength and bone growth.

. 3. Exercise improves circulation of the blood which influ-
ences bone strength and growth.

4. Muscle growth follows the same pattern as general body
growth.

5. Muscle size is influenced by a sex hormone (testosterone)
and exercise.

6. Muscle need not be increased in size to increase in
strength.

How Do I Get It?
Learning Experiences

1. Halloween is a good time of the school year to introduce a
lesson on "bones of the body".

Have a student bring in a skeleton costume and hang it in
the room. Ask questions about bones of the body. Have the
students in the classroom analyze the movements of the ,

skeleton costume as the wearer performs various skills.

2. Movement lesson: use the movement of the skeleton to
create a dance. Stimulate the movement of the dance with in-
struments that make skeletal sounds.

3. Discuss and perform exercises that help to improve circu-
lation in bones and joints.

4. Discuss what muscles do for the body (protect and provide
movement capability).

5. Discuss why boys have a larger muscle mass than girls, or
men have larger muscles than women (due to the amount of
testosterone in the body).

6. Movement lesson: administer fitness test to students.
chin-ups or arm hang
sit-ups
broad jump
50-yard dash
Provide for a pre-test and a post-test. During the interim,

have students work on running and jumping activities, partner
pull-ups and sit-ups. Have students keep records and deter-



mine their own specific strengths and weaknesses. Recom-
mend exercises to remediate weaknesses. Cite the positive
changes that occurred. Question as to the reasons for im-
provement.

)1!
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Motor Development

Physical activity and
exercise may
improve
appearance

38

Why?
1. Genetic (actors cannot be altered, but environmental fac-
tors can be.

2. Physical activity is one factor that can alter muscular de-
velopment and body composition.

3. Proper nutrition and diet with proper physical activity can
greatly enhance muscular development and body composi-
tion.

4. Corrective exercises can improve posture.

How?
Learning Experiences

1 . Movement activities: have students develop exercise
routines to popular music they enjoy (aerobics). Have stu-
dents understand which exercises develop certain muscles,
which exercises are good for stretching and which ones help
with muscle endurance type activities.

2. Discuss proper nutrition and diet and how physical ac-
tivities affect the diet. Have students see which exercises or
activities use up the most calories (bike riding, swimming,
housecleaning, typing, playing tennis, etc.).

Have students -keep a record of calories taken in daily;
weekly, and how many calories they expe'nd during the week.

4. Exercises for posture, for abdwinal muscle development
which is very important for good posture, use:

a) sit-ups with hands covering chest;
b) leg liftsone at a time, bend knee and pull to chest;
c) stomach raiseslie on back, legs bent, feet flat on the

floor, roll up on shoulders, lifting stomach to the ceiling
making 45° angle from knees to headhold for a cer-
tain number of counts, lower slowly;

dl) pull small of back to floor and htild for certain number
of counts (at least three seconds).



CHAPTER THREE

achievement

Psycho- Social

Achieving greater
skill, and feeling for
a challenging
activity, encourages
the participant to
continue the pursuit
of excellence

Why Is It Important?
I . In order for an at hievernent situalinn to exist, the at,tivilies

must In, hallenging. One's perlinnidn«, must In' eVdillalted
(n1 the basis of standards..1n excellent e and the participant
must feel skill, tint ham e, h... the determining tat kn.

2. At hicycnient motive,' ,m(I incentive,' are individual (-on-
& erns for students and it is quite possible to 4,11-itulur (' the

hievement motivation level.

3. Competition an important far for when t onsidering
hievement..

4. Sludent,, should have an opportunity to disc uss the out -
(nne nit lass at tivilies, to ask queliolis, and share insight.,

it)
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5. Performance in and enjoyment of physical activity can be
enhanced if stressful situations can be avoided or reduced.

How Do 1 Get It?
Learning Experiences

1. Observing the performance of highly skilled dancers and
athletes can set an ultimate image of excellence for the stu-
dent. However it may be more helpful and realistic if the
model is a fellow student or someone of the same age and/or
having other similarities.

Making inexpensive loop films of various skills can help
students strive to achieve greater proficiency. Students can
operate this equipment with ease after a very brief demonstra-
tion. The teacher alp may wish to make loop films of the stu-
dents as they perform. It should be emphasized, however, that
proficient skill for one person may not look exactly like that of
another.

Fitness-related activities can be used. For example a student
can be tested on the number of sit-ups completed in one min-
ute. Subsequently, individual goals can be set as the student
strives to achieve greater abdominal strength. This idea is par-
ticularly helpful with students who have difficulty meeting
norm standards because of weight problems, lack of strength
in particular muscle groups, poor flexibility, as well as many
other deficiencies. In this way they are attempting to better
themselves, and are not competing against someone else's po-
tential.

2. A good game that demonstrates various achievement
orientations is as follows:
Team Target. This can be a competitive game which involves
either throwing or kicking a ball toward a target. The team
members (5 per team) must work together to collect points as
they vie against other teams for the highest score. The target
can be a trash can, a traffic cone, a pasteboard box, etc., and
each team should have a separate target. Various distances
should be marked off (preferably one distance for each team
member). Team members choose the distance from which
they wish to throw or kick. If more than one player initially
chooses a particular distance, it must be resolved who will
stay and who will move to a vacant posit on, as each distance
must be represented. Scoring is up to the teacher and/or class.
Examples would include: 5 points for hitting the target; 3
points if the ball comes to rest within one foot of target; 1 point
for each try. Many different scoring combinations are possi-
ble.

!`i



Team Target can also be used as a cooperative activity sim-
ply by keeping a collective score. The entire class works to-
gether and all efforts culminate in a final class score. Initially
this approach is useful to familiarize students with the con-
cepts of the game. Any game in which scorekeeping is a factor
can become a more cooperative venture by using collective
scores.

An ideal way of studying the concepts of competition and
cooperation is through indirect competition (this concept is
elaborated on in the next idea, # 3). Team Target can be
played as originally descr;bed except a time limit is imposed
A number of teams compete against each other using time (the
clock) as the primary opponent. lnd :viduals on each team
work cooperatively to compile the best time (score) for their
team. Competitive team scores can be compared if it is appro-
priate to the students' level of social interaction development.

It is apparent that the teacher must make many important
decisions based upon students' readiness to participate in cer-
tain activities. Challenge and excitement are important, but so
is being ready and able to meet the demands of the task. Both
physiCal skill and social interaction complexity need to be
considered prior to planning lessons for students.

Fruitful discussions can emanaie from these lessonswhy
do some members choose to throw from shorter distances or
longer distances? Did each student make' an attempt from
every distance? If so, why? How have previous successes and
failures affected decision-making in this game?

3. There are three basic categories of competitive activities:
self-competition; indirect competiti6n; direct competition.

Self-competition entails competing against one's previous
accomplishments and attempting to better them. Using task
cards is an excellent way to present activities to students on an
individual basis. For instance, the task card could have four re-
lated activities, each activity being a bit more complex than
the previous one. For example:

1. Kick a stationary ball between two cones which are 20
feet away using your dominant (most adept) foot;

2. Kick a stationary ball between the cones using your
non-dominant (least adept) foot;

:I. Dribble the ball a short distance toward the cones and
kick the ball between them;

4. Dribble the ball a short distance toward the cones, per-
form a foot or knee trap, and kick the ball between the
cones.
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By using this method, students can challenge previous ac-
complishments and continue to see improvement in ability.
An added option may be to leave a blank number five and en-
courage the student to create a yet more complex task.

Indirect competition involves struggling against objective,
impersonal standards. Among these standards can be a time
element or an excellent score (record). The example of Team
Target being structured as indirect competition in Idea #2 il-
lustrates the time clement. An example of competing against
an excellent score would occur if the school kept records of
individual, team, or class accomplishments:

who jogged 100 miles in a month?;
who threw a frisbee the longest distance?;
who jumped rope the largest number of consecutive times?

Of course, these records could be kept in each class or grade
level. In indirect competition the student or group of students
works to achieve a goal while competing against an objective
standard.

Direct competition is probably the most common form of
competition. One against one activities, tag games, and relay
races are abundant in physical education books, not to men-
tion the array of team sports and lead-up games that abound.

An activity in 'which one person tries to roll a hula hoop
across a finish line while another tries to knock clown the hoop
with a ball is an example of simple direct competition. The
most complex activities from a social-interaction perspective
are sports which require two or more teams to compete
against each other. Once again, the teacher must constantly
assess the students' readiness in terms of physical skill as well
as ability to function in the competitive aspects intrinsic to a
particular activity.

4. 'Throughout the entire Psycho-Social section the principle
concerning the provision of student discussion opportunities
has been emphasized. Students gain a great deal frOm
planned and carefully implemented discussion sessions. Fol-
lowing each. class the teacher, having formulated lesson-
specific questions and. ideas' for students to react to, should
initiate a "talk time" with the students.

5. Some students become very anxious pridr to and during
physical activity :especially when cor \ipetitive activities are
part of the lesson. By allowing a few minutes of relaxation at
the end of class, the stressful effects can often be reduced be-
fore returning to the classroom (this is often a good time for
discussion). For more complete relaxation, the teacher should
have all children lie on their backs and close their eyes. Slow,
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deep breathing should he encouraged, Suggestions of calm,
peaceful images to contemplate often help.

A game to play which creates different types of stress is
Alaskan Soccer. Following the game, a discussion of the stress
and anxiety felt by students is in order. Two teams participate
in this game. Team A lines up in a straight line with the person
in front kicking the ball toward the other team and then run-
ning around the other members of the team who are still lined
up. The kicker must circle his team three (depending on the
number of players) complete times and the whole team must
he rated in order to be considered finished. The team to
whom the ball is kicked is scattered about the area facing the
kicker. One player fields the ball and all other players line up
behind him. Once the line is formed, the ball is passed over
the players' heads until it reaches the last person in line. When
the last person gets the ball, she or he yells "stop" at which
time the whole team sits down. The first team to sit down is the
winner. The kicking and receiving team should alternate to
( !hinge the stressful situation.
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Exercise Physiology

Why?The development of
aerobic endurance
capacity involves
four basic elements:
intensity; duration;
frequency; mode of
exercise

44

1. Aerobic endurance trai- ing involves rhythmic, large mus-
cle exercise done at least i 0-30 minutes dailk , a minimum of
3 times per week at a which raises the heart rate to a level
sufficient to (leveled a training effect. Aerobic training helps to
improve the cir( ..:tatory system which is responsible for the
distribution I o\ygen throughout the body. Efficiency and ef-
fectivenr in the circulatory system are improved through
aerobic endurance training. Some specific benefits of im-
proved aerobic efficiency are:

a) the person is able to perform with greater ease;
b) a greater tolerance for discomfort during endurance

training is developed;
c) a longer sustaining power for heavy workloads is de-

veloped;
d) better performance technique is associated with im-

provement in endurance capacity.

How?
Learning Experiences
1. As with most physical development experiences it is al-
ways helpful to assess beginning capabilities so that training
improvements are recognizable. Information concerning
training progress can be used for adjustment of training vari
ables (intensity, duration, frequency, and mode). Positive im-
provements are also excellent motivators for continuing train-
Mg.

Briefly stated: mode indicates the type of activity used in the
training process; frequency refers to the number of training
sessions per week; duration suggests the length of the exercise
session; intensity indicates how hard a person works in the
training routine.

Aerobic endurance activities involve the large muscle
groups of the body. Appropriate activities would include such
things as jogging, swimming, rope skipping, bicycling, and
many others. Several measurements can be made to assess the
effect of the training program.

One relatively simple way to measure the effect of endur-
ance training is to determine the pulse rate for a 30 second
period immediately upon cessation of exercise. A record
should be kept tallying this score (as indicated in the number
of beats). The pulse rate score will be significant only if the du-
ration, intensity, ancirfivuency are constant. When a de-



rease in the pulse rate is noticed, a change in any one of the
variables, or combination thereof, may be made and the mea-
surement for improvement process begins again. 1 he manner
in which the training variable(s) was changed should he noted
on the pulse rate record card. the carotid artery (in the neck
area a tow inches below the chin) typically provides an easily
detectable pulsation. Note: please see the comment concern-
ing the use of the carotid artery in taking pukes in children
page 1 0.

Other slightly more involved, but somewhat more precise
measurements of training effect are also available. Various
forms of step tests in which the performer's puke rate is re-
corded at various intervals prior to and after stepping up and
down from a bench are available. The teacher can find direc-
tions for conducting step tests in most fitness and physiology
texts.

In attempting aerobic endurance work, the effective trainer
determines a target pulse. This means that the heart rate is
raised to a level that is necessary to bring about a training ef-
fect (threshold of training).

The teacher can aid in the determination of target pulses for
children on an individual basis. This experience could
provide an ideal opportunity for the physical educator and the
classroom teacher to integrate their subject matter areas, e.g.,
students could apply their math skills to compute their target
pulse rates (Werner and Burton, Learning Through Move-
ment* is an excellent source for many integration ideas). A
common formula for determining target heart rate is as fol-
lows:

Target HR = HR rest + 75% (HR max HR rest)
(210)

Example: a child's resting heart rate is 70 heats per minute;
subtract 70 from maximum heart rate; for this age group, 210
= (210 minus 70 = 140). Take 75% of 140 which is 105. Add
the 105 to the resting heart rate of 70 and add the two. The
target heart rate for this child would he 175 beats per minute.

'Werner, P.; and Burton, F. Learning Through tslovvrhent, St. Louis, MO: The
C. V. Mosby Co., 1979.
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Exercise Physiology

The development of
anaerobic
endurance is hest
accomplished by
performing many
repetitions of an
activity at a high
intensity level

46

Why?
Anaembit type .1( hViheS are performed so quickly that the

body cannot provide suttic. ient oxygen to meet the demand.
I \athlth'S (1( Such activities would be the fast bursts of speed

often needed in a soccer game or r1.111ningha,,es in baseball.

How?
LeJrning tyyriences
1. To optimize performance improvement in anaerobic ac-
tivities the student should perform the specific task for which

improvement is sought.
Whereas the Committed athlete may he expected to do

rigorous interval work to accomplish anaerobic im-
provements, the student .9-12 years of age may or may not

have this commitment. Therefore, the teacher should try to
develop improvement on a general basis and allow students

to utilize their improved anaerobic capacity in activities of
their choice. An activity which would relate to this concept
would be to have 4-5 persons on a team. A running course
would be needed that would allow each team member to run
as hard as possible for 15-20 seconds, then tag or pass a baton

to the next runner and so on (relay style). Rest periods could be

given while other teams ran. Individual team records could be

kept which would indicate the increased distance over time or

the decrease in time over a specific distance. Progression

could occur over time as teacher and students felt they were

ready to increase the workload.

4



Humanities

Achievement may
be determined by
comparison with
others, with past self-
accomplishments,
or with established
records

Why Is It Important?
1. Most performers acknowledge three kinds of a( hievement
in relation to their performance goal:

a) achievements that are compared to otherssvinning/
losing;

bt achievements that make personal progress in-
dividual growth;

ct achievements that result in a certain state of affairs--
feat;

2. One experience may yield three kinds of achievement.

How?
Learning Experiences
I. At the beginning of classes, when the students have had
past experience with the activity, allow them to set goals for
that day for each kind of achievement. As an example, in a
(lance activity they may try to a) outjump a classmate, b) in-
crease distance in a jump and c) try to accomplish a new
jumping form.

2. Fur a period of two weeks or more, have the students keep
a daily log in which they record one or more of each kind of
achievement.

3. Self-evaluation for the purpose of 'assessment should be
encouraged. Self-understanding can be fostered through the
process of establishing and attempting to accomplish realistic
goals in various forms of movement activities.
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Humanities

It is important for an
individual to
understand that
relatively few
achievements are
recorded in scores
when one considers
the myriad
experiences
associated with
learning and
performing in sport,
dance, exercise, and
play
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Why?
I . Performant that result in doing better are usually the
most obvious.

2. Self-achievement helps promote self-identify and pride.

3. Sometimes winning is not an achievement (default dis-
qualification!.

4. One can more realistically identify personally meaningful
goals by incorporating all forms of performance achievement.

How Do I Get It?
Learning Experiences

. Change an activity that normally relies on scoring to one in
which "all" good performances are regarded. As in the game
of golf, count the swings that "felt good" rather than the scor-
ing made on a per hole basis. In striking a ball with the rac-
quet, count the number of "sweet shots" rather than keeping a
point score.

2. When presenting activities such as gymnastics, have stu-
dents "contract" for improvement in specific personal choice
skills rather than all reaching a standard for all basic. skills.
This could apply to all sport activities as well.

3. Have students "tune in" on themselves. One clay, after
completing some games of competition, have the students
promulgate their feelings concerning their individual reac-
tions to the activities in terms of personal successes and/or
failures. The next day, plan a new activity that merges indi-
vidual achievement and ( ha 'lenge, such as juggling, or a simi-
lar task. Have the students promulgate their feelings after ex-
periencing that activity.



Motor Learning

The type of skill
being performed
affects practice
procedures

Why Is It Important?
I . Practice of skills used in sports and games should empha-
size consistency. This is accomplished by intensive practice
under consistent, never- changing conditions.

.2. Skill practice and attainment depends on the focus of at-
tention while practicing the skill. Focus of intention can be
inward or outward.

The ability to make proper decisions during skill perfor-
mance is imperative to skill development.

How Do I Get It?
Learning Experiences

I. Teacher and students plan a gymnastics routine. For illus-
trative purposes a routine of a jump, forward roll, and a jump
will he used. Students in small groups observe o4e of their
classmates do the sequence. They then give feedback on the
performance. The student does the sequence several times
each time trying to perform the sequence in the same way.
This enables the student to develop a consistent pattern.
2. Students need to practice two different types of skills, one
where the attention focus is inward, the other where the focus
is outward. Two examples are listed. First a golf swing has an
inward attention focus. In the golf drive the attention focus
should be on the position of the body and club head with rela-
tion to the flag in the address phase and on the rhythm and
path of the swing in the action phase. Secondly a swing of a
hat to strike a ball has an outward focus. In batting a baseball
the attention focus should be on the moving ball. Teachers
should select skills that have either an inward or an outward.
attention focus and have students practice keeping their foci
at the point where skill development will be optimized.
3. In batting a ball the batter has very little time to make a de-
cision whether to swing, where to swing, how hard to swing.
Plenty of practice time is needed to react and respond to the
outward stimuli. Have a partner throw a ball to another stu-
dent. Mark an area or target at which the student is to hit the
ball. After much practice a student can see if the correct deci-
sions are being made by observing how close the balls are
coming to the target. (Use many balls. Use balls that do not
travel too far to avoid inordinate retrieval time and/or safety
problems.)
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Figure 5. Inward Focus.
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Motor Learning

Information
concerning the
outcome of
iwrforance as it
relates to the
movement itself is
absolutely
necessary for
performance to
improve. This
information is
called feedback.
Feedback provides
information about
the movement and
about the effects of
the movement in
relation to the
movement
objective

Why?
1. I ve(11,1( k is important het oust. it helps the learner decide
what to do ilittetently the ne \I time. Feedback dire( ts adjust-
ment in performance.

Knowledge of performance is information provided by the
nervous system about the movement. *to use this information
in adjusting performance, the performer must determine
whether the movement is the same as that which was in-
tended. This requires the formulation of a plan of the move-
ment prior to skill execution. After performance, the plan and
the actual movement must be compared.

:3. Knowledge of results can also he used to evaluate perfor-
ance.

4. Feedback may be administered after a performance is
completed or during the performance itself.

How?
Learning Experiences

. The performer stands a challenging distance away from a

three-hole targbt board placed against a wall. A ball is tossed
underhand, aiming for the center of the target. If the first ball
thrown hits in the bottom half of the target, this feedback
should indicate to the student that the ball should he released
higher and/or to adjust the application of force to the ball. The
instructor should occasionally ask questions of each student
to determine if the feedback information is sufficiently under-
stood so that it will have carry-over value for other movement
experiences of a similar nature.
2. An idea for the conceptual development of this principle
would involve the use of video tape or at least photographs of
movements. Take, for example, the swing of a golf club (be-
cause many teachers don't have golf clubs in elementary
schdol physical education programs, hockey sticks and whif-
fle or tennis balls can be used). After focusing on'a particular
aspect of the swing, such as the backswing or the position of
the stick when hitting the ball, practice striking the ball. A
partner could observe the performer and let him know what
he is doing correctly and help make .suggestions about mis-
takes. It is often appropriate,' however, for the instructor to
provide the student with specific cues to observe.
3. A performer using a racket or paddle can practice striking a

ball over a net three feet high. On the other side of the net a 5'
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Figure 6.
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Motor Learning

114.4w the learner

keyprat tk IS the

In illlprov lug
per formaik4.
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Why?
I. ,1,.111,, involve both speed of ninvonon1 and at cu
hi( v (no, (ono tom 11, ell in ,..1y,. whit

collet of both of those (lima( lei Pair ...

.', nay viewed 11.1 111 41 1111111110r (If '11%-

111"11', 111 P.IIK 111 Phi( Iii I)t pall'. 1110 he

I rat ed separately oi as a whole,

t , Illetinte allotted to piattir ing may be used in one
«,r,fintiotis Nod: Or it may be divided into a number of smal-
ler segments.

1. Skills are usually practiced by .14 tually rloing them, How-
ever it is possible lo improve skill by imagining perforntInce.
HU., phenomenon is ailed menial practice.

How?
Learning Experiences

I . An appropriate activity that provides students with oppor-
tunities for noticing differences between speed and accuracy
involves the use of throwing skills. Divide students into three
equal groups based upon throwing skill ability (accuracy).
I live individuals in one group throw a given number of times
at a target as quickly as they can, Another group will make the
same number of throws as accurately as possible and a third
group attempts to throw both quickly and with accuracy.
Compute group totals and have students discuss possible
and/or probable causes for the results.

2. Students could compare the difference between whole-
part methods of learning. Compare the lay-up shot in basket-
ball as a single unit by practicing the lay-Up in parts (the drib-
ble, the approach, the take-off, the shot).

3. Students can chart their skill development in the shooting
of a basketball foul shot. Half the class practices for ten min-
utes a day for 5 clays; the other part of the class practices for 51)
minutes, 1 time per week. Compare skill development and
discuss the results.

4. Mental practice is often conducted at high skill levels; for
example, a high diver contemplates each step of the impend-
ing dive prior to beginning the dive. For the 9 -12 year age
level the concept of mental practice may be stretched a bit by
having students pretend they are throwing a ball, perhaps to
check to see if they are:following through. If done in this way,

Cl
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Motor Learning

Practice methods
which work for one
type of skill are not
always equally
effective for other
types of skills.
Practicing in ways
that are
inappropriate for
the type of skill to lw
learned can
negatively affect
future performance.
Practice methods
must be appropriate
for the skill to 1w
learned
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Why?
I , Prot tit e of upon and redo( 1

tIonianik It din amI ,,pent in the 111,11 lit I, Ito

v(111110111(,,

.!, rim,a,,Innt, habitual ninvoniont.

1, ( )pon skills demand rapid discrimination, interpretation,
mid anticipation III cuthl,intly changing event',, I he mow,
mont nitht he adopted to the,,iitialion of the moment.

How Do I Get It?
/ earning Experiences

I . Set high jump bar at practice height for the particular indi-
vidual, the student practices jumping ti-ing the same form
each time a jump is mode. Other students should observe and
correct.

2. I lave two students practice kicking a ball hack and forth to
each other while moving forward. When movement starts to
be consistent, place the same two students into a small game
situation where they are using the same skills but where there
is a person trying to take the ball away from them. Have stu-
dents discuss the problems presented by the presence of an
"interceptor" and the strategies needed to he successful in
this situation as opposed to performing the skill without
interference.

4
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Motor Lem stint

In older III develop
movement %kills, the

(11

lem her 4114111+1

provide 11101111.11iiill

40 .411141441h

4 on(

ilet Islownialdow,
output, awl
fee(11)l14 IA of the ,kill

twit% performed

Why?
I. '\;11111110001111111); Ill a 101.li ,11,1i II\ \ 1114,1)4'0)1Mo! SHIN

111i0;111i.li vv lill u111It 111.111i ill the in Allit II
Mit\ l'11 11 MI' III k, Illade 1 hi,, 1)11,1011011.m

1111111' 111151 OH, ,\ Ill lilt I mid 0.1h,"0 Iti }11\011
,.1111 \kilt

.' 111(1169 i()In.11,1,ik,i 11111'1 16'1 lull wh1.111/0111111111111!,111

'3011 '.11(1,1111 /11, )111'1111h1.111.1k it' ,1111111111.11/11't IIii ,IV,IiI,11111. II I

1111111.111(M with !Orion( r. to past pee.onal 1.`..ind to
the oli,eiverl past potent I", III hi' lit.111111111't

(11.1011111111"dill` d\/.111,11)1(' UP111)11',

Att01,111011oritior111.111", 1111 /V0010111 de( kit it't`likl4 I, 1.,

iv( 1.1(.11 out the one( 1 the Int ivoinent had no the de
ued( nor Imre.

HOW?
Ii',Irnirit; I \ Pot 1'v

AtlIV1114, that t MI troll) students to observe the environ-
mental situation should be provided. Divide students kik, Iwu
groups; one student with a ball; the other with a hat. I he
thrower Betel mines the kind of pitch to he thrown, I he pitch
may range loon a fast ball Ina curve. I he emphasis is on the
batter determining the speed and spin on the ball in oilier to
hit it. I lave students indicate the cues they used to determine
information tont wiling speed or spin on the hall.
2. Ihree offensive players start at the center line of a basket-
ball court. I ,vo defensive persons are in the free throw area.
t he center person with the basketball dribbles to the free
throw line where a defensive person tries to stop the person's
progress. At this time the dribbler must determine which
teammate to pass the hall to or decide if a shot should instead
he taken. The dribbler must immediately make a decision
about the situation. Ask students to identify the movement
input which caused them to make their decisions.

3. A student stands 1 5 feet away from a can balanced on an
object three feet off the ground. After several throws, the stu-
dent's partner who has been observing, makes suggestions on
how 'improvement might occur. Students take turns observing
each other and giving feedback.

C5
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11444114' 4'4i.11164114111

1111 411 1

IN'1 1111 111,1414 4' 11110

Ii1434111 4'11

Wilv U111011)(bot.tilitt

lit ',cep Ii,, l nl iiiipmeitient and in Itn1I out A hat should
hr viiipliotied III pia' it 0, it is lie, \ In e% oblate 1'l tot
Iname

1. In evaluating pet loinionl e II I. poyallIe lo t ninpare a per-
poilonnan o, liW 110111111f1,111t I, 111 4111101,,111 .1111111,u-

411111'.I",

1, '11111 111111V11111,11 10.111P 01 111'4 M,5'11 I,III 1I 111''A lO

1111111.111.1111",14111101111111141111 110111111114111(1",

'1, ( )11e 11)01 01 111911/1111.1114 4' IA11411141 11/ 111 i5

011,111101 1ffily, /\1 010 ability to perlorni tinder a
wide voliety of situations. A Iiip,11 level 4)1 adaptability is re-
gaided as a signitir ant thole the skilled performer,

How?
I I \Pc/ tonct.

. students keep notebooks F4( °riling their skill develop-
ment, I he notebook should record improvement over a
length Of HMV and 51)4)1(1(1 self-19/011101iOn And

by classmates.

I his would be a good place to utilize the President's Physi
cal Fitness rest. Also include the comparison Owls on age
and sex from these sources,*

I. Performance is measured by assessing the identifiable out-
comes of movement it) one or more aspects: accuracy; dis-
tance; speed; time; height; weight. Teach6rs can hr,lp stu-
dents see their iniprovement by having students keep records
on particular activity performances. For example, if students
are working in the area of track and field, a chart could be kept
on improvement in time on the 50-yard dash, improvement In
distance in the broad jump, or improvement in height in the
high jump. Several assessments during the year are necessary
to determine the degrees of change. To visualize a good pic-
ture of how performance may change from time to time, stu-
dents may want to learn how to plot a performance curve.
Such a curve is explained in the Motor Learning booklet of the
Basic Stuff Series I, Chapter Five.

AAI. RI) I" M11,iniil, available from AMAPER, 1')76.
Vouch I am..., 1(.51(10..0(14.01's leg), available from U.S. Government (Mice,
Va,,hington, D.C., 1973.
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Figures 7a-b.
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Figures 7c-d.
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"Take your mark".

"Set".

Figures 8a-b.

7
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Effective body
positioning is
important for the
absorption of force
of an approaching
object

64

Why Is it Important?
Principles involve(!
1. Increase the distance of the receiving area by reaching
toward the object, bringing hands and arms in toward the
center of the body when the obi-vct is contacted, and shifting
body weight backwards.

2. Increase the size of the receiving area.

How?
Learning Experiences
1. Show the importance of "give" for control (less rebound)
by throwing a ball against the wall and then into a loose net.
Have children throw balls up to themselves and catch them
without making a sound. As the halls are tossed progressively
higher, encourage the use of the whole body in the "giving"
action.

.1. With a larger ball (even beach ball size), encourage using.
foreArms as well as hands to catch a ball. A significant "giv-
ing" (absorption) distance will he required to make successful
catches.

Working with a partner, gradually move farther away from
your partner after each successful catch of a water-filled bal-
loon.

Contrast the use of a softball glove as compared to catching
bare-handed. Have students explain the function of the
glove's webbing in relation to the concept of absorbing force.



Kinesiology
A projectile moves
under the influence
of the projecting
force, friction,
gravity, and air
resistance (also
called fluid
resistance)

Why?
I. Size, shape, surface, and speed of movement of a pro-
jectile affect the amount of fluid resistance.

2. The movement path of an object is determined by its speed
of rotation and its projected velocity.

3. A spinning object will rebound from a surface in the direc-
tion it is spinning.

Now Do I Get It?
Learning Experiences
I . Gather objects (especially balls) which vary as greatly as
possible in size, shape, and surface texture. Roll each down a
ramp or hill and note its stopping place. To observe the effects

.

of the speed of movement, roll an object twice, but start it at
very different places on the incline. It might be possible to use
a playground slide to demonstrate air pathways when the ob-
jects leave the slide.

2. The effect of spin will be less on a fast-moving ball than on
a slow moving one. The effect of the spin will be seen earlier
on a slow-moving ball. This phenomenon can be physically
experienced in the bowling type release of hard combination
rubber bowling balls used in elementary school physical edu-
cation classes.

3. Roll hula hoops with backspin so that they return.
Bounce a large ball to a partner by directing it to one side

and imparting spin so that it bounces to the partner at an
angle.

Throw a ball against a wall while imparting side spin up6n
its release. Moving in the direction of the spinning action will
cause the ball to rebound after it strikes the wall.
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KInes lology

An accurate,
appropriately
forceful, projection
of an object is
affected by muscle
contraction,
projection velocity,
point of application
of force, angle of
projection, external
forces, contact with
the ground at the
moment of
projection, thcv
length of an
implement, the
length of the
backswing, and the
number of body
parts used

66

Why?
. Use as many-of the muscles as possible which, will con-

tribute to movement in the desired direction and reduce ten-.
sion in muscles which do not contribute in any way to rho- de-

sired movement.
2. Contract a muscle thromlhoui its full 'doge of nio;on to

develop maximum force.
3. Include muscle contractions in ths.i.iwer extrerr.ities for

rnax i:nuni force because motor units of the lower extremities
contain more muscle fibers than those in the upper ex-
tremities.

4. Contract muscles in the proper sequence to maximize a
projecting force.

5. Increase projection velocity to increase the distance that

a projected object will travel.

n. "Follow-through" with any projection motion to facili-
tate appropriate velocity.

7. Apply force off-center of the object to create spin.

'8. Reduce the angle when a projection is made into the
wind.

9. Increase the angle of projection when the wind is at your
hack.

10. Use different angles of projection with different: vel-
ocities at release; heights of release; sizes and shapes of ob-
jects.

11. Maintain firm contact with the ground for maximum
force.

12. Improve accuracy by reducing: the length of the-imple-
ment (if any); the length of the backswing; the number of body
parts that are used.

How?
Learning Experiences
1. Throw a frisbee for distance, at first limiting the throw only
to the fingers and gradually adding other parts until the whole
body is used.

2. Serve a volleyball (or other lightweight ball) underhanded
using a full backswing and then a half backswing.

3. Put a shot or medicine ball using arms only and then again
using contraction and extension of the leg muscles.



4. Serve a handball (or tennis ball) againstia wall with the
hand in an underhand style by allowing the elbow and wrist to
follow the contraction at the shoulder.

5. While punting or kicking a stationary ball, practice'. using
different speeds of the kicking leg and note the distan -e the
ball travels.

6. While clearing a badminton shuttlecock to the o po-
nent's back line, try stopping the swing immediately after im-
pact, then follow-through with the swing and observe the dif-
ference in the distance travelled by the shuttlecock.

7. Practice hitting a large suspended ball, e.g., a tetherball,
so that it spins when it hits. Also notice where it must be hit to
travel without spinning.

8. On a windy day, practice throwing large balls for dis-
tance (soccerballs, volleyballs, footballs), Measure the dis-
tance the ball travels when it's thrown with a flat trajectory
into the wind as opposed to when it's thrown with a high arc
trajectory. Try the same thing but throwing with the wind.

9. Contrast the following objects thrown in the folloWing
situations to determine the optimal angle of projection when
maximum distance is required:

a) a softball pitched underhand fast and a softball
pitched underhand at different'velocities;

b) a basketball thrown with one hand and a basketball
thrown with two hands underhanddifferent heights
of release;

c) a javelin (or broom handle) thrown with one hand and
a football thrown with one handdifferent sizes and
shapes of objects.

10. Try throwing any object for distance. Measure differ-
ences obtained when throwing while maintaining contact
with the ground as opposed to throwing while airborne.

11. Practice hitting a shuttlecock (or ping-pong ball) into a
trash can with a badminton racket from a distance of 7 feet in
each of the following situations:

a) holding the racket at the very end and holding it in the
middle of the shaft;

b) using a full backswing and using, only a partial
backswing;

c) using the whole arm and taking. a step with the hit,
and, using mostly the forearm and wrist without tak-
ing a step.
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Motor Development

Efficient movement Why?
maximizes 1. Physical performance and skill performance are interre-
performances lated.

2. Skills performed efficiently utilize less energy.

How?
Learning Experiences

1. Discuss, with"the use of audio-visual aids, what efficient
movements in sports activities look like.

2. Cut movement pictures from newspapers or magazines
which depict good form and make a collage or bulletin board.

3. Have students perform exaggerated movements in order to
experience the need for various body parts in specific skills.
For example:

a) run with no arm swing;
b) jump without bending knees or swinging arms.

4. Have students repeat skills mentioned in. 14.3 above but
then have them use an effective arm swing in running and
flexed knees in jumping in order to experience the benefits of
proper body usage.

5. Have students select a piece of equipment (ball, hoop,
bean bag, etc.) and work on a skill which can be(performed a

certain number of times without missing.

6. Students develop a sequence of three or four tricks. Have
other students observe this to determine which tricks were
performed efficiently without wasted energy. Students should
explain quite specifically why the movements were not effi-
cient and how they could be clone more efficiently.
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Motor Development

To participate
successfully in
sports or dance
activities, the
performer must
develop basic skills

Why?
. Basic skills are made up of fundamental movement pat-

terns.

a) Locomotor skills
b) Non-locomotor skills
c) Manipulative skills
d) Perceptual-motor skills

2. To develop good basic skills it is necessary to be fit, have
instruction, and practice.

How?
Learning Experiences

1. Select a game students like to play. Write down and dis-
cuss the basic skills involved.

a) Have students work on performing the basic skills and
see in which skills they need improvement.

b) Have students recognize their level of performance
through skill tests.

c) Haye those students who perform the skills well work
to help t ose having problems. Analyze what each stu-
dent ne ds to work on and be specific in the feedback
provided.

2. Teach and practice different dance steps from easy to
complex. Have students select the steps they wish to incorpo-
rate into a dance routine and have them choreograph their
own movements.

3. Teach basic rolls and balances in gymnastics. Have stu-
dents select ,,the movements they can accomplish through
practice; then develop a routine. Provide easy stunts as well as
more difficult stunts or movements so that all students can par-
ticipate successfully. Partners or groups may be used. Partner
performances can be identical or in contrast to one another.
Have students break down and identify the basic skill compo-
nents of all of the activities above.
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Motor Development

Perceptual-motor
skills and
kinesthetic
awareness should
be developed before
complex physical
skills are attempted

Why?
1. Successful participation in physical activities is dependent

on the development of sensory and perceptual-motor factors.

2. The development of body awareness, spatial awareness,
and balance, aids performance in complex skill.

How Do I .Get It?
Learning Experiences

I. Discuss with students that sensory and perceptual-motor
factors play an important part in enhancing their participation
in physical activities.

a) Give students some simple sensory and perceptual-
motor tests to assess their capability (see Item #2 below

for examples).
In Make students aware of problem areas and provide

suggestions in the form of activities so that they can
practice to improve their problems.

2. Other activities might include the following:
a) Balancewalk forward, backward, and sideways on a /

balance beam. Balance on one foot with eyes closed-.
Balance on one knee\vhile picking up a piece of folded
paper.

b) Laterality and Rhythm =jump to one foot, alternating
feet. Hop on one foot; alternate feet. Skip.

Hop and jump in different patterns
one foottwo feet;
two feetone foot;
one foot to one foot to two feet.

c) Play the game, "Coach says". Have`students work in::
pairs and have one student mirror the\ lovernents of
another. Students engage in follow the leader type ac-
tivities based on producing mirror reflections of athletic
type skills. These activities are good for developing
modeling and analyzing skills.

d) Eye, hand-eye, and foot-eye control skills need to be

pract iced. These skills can he gained by playing simple
tether ball games, hitting a ball with a Saddle, kicking a
stationary ball or a moving ball, and catching objects of
various sizes from various distances.

e) Spatial Awareness can be taught by moving in-out,
over and under, and around and through objects while
moving through space. For example:
throw at a stationary target while moving in space;'
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throw at a moving target while moving in space;
run and ( atch a ball the student or someone else throws
in the air (forward, backward, catch with arms extended
and feet in the air, etc
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Motor Development

Skill improves with
practice but only
when the body is
ready

72

Why Is It Important?
Individuals will acquire improvinent in their movement

patterns at different times (individual readiness). A person
should not expect to be the best at every skill, but with super-
vision and practice, skill improvement will come.

How?
Learning Experiences

Discuss with students the individuality of physical ability
and the different rates of development.

a) Have students practice bouncing or dribbling the ball,
and observe which students dribble well and those
who require help.
Describe appropriate developmental activities to those
students having problems and to those who need more
challenge.

c) Ask students to practice and see if they can show you
some improvement before class is over. Have students
share their "teaching ability" with their less skilled
peers. Encourage students to practice at home so that
they can show how productive their home practice was
when they next meet for class.



Motor Development

A kaowleclge and
application of the
laws of motion and
stability are
important in skill
development

Why?
The Laws or Motion govern the ways in whic h sue propel

objects (including our own bodies) through space.
2. Laws of Equilibrium (balance) reveal how we can make
our bodies as stable as possible.

I. Laws of Motion govern the skills of absorbing force, such
as catching a ball, landing from a jump, or falling on the
ground.

How?
Learning Experiences

I . Movement activities involving propelling:
a) Students select an object to work with and practice

propelling it in the air. Have them use their hands in dif-
ferent ways, also using head, knees, foot, etc., to make
the object go in pre-determined directions. Have stu-
dents make up original games to challenge themselves
in these efforts.

b) Discuss with students the need for developing
"follow-through". Explore the various release angles
needed to propel an object to a desired point and show
how the body must automatically move to a pbsition of
"readiness" for whatever reaction the next moment
will require.

c) Discuss and have students demonstrate and practice
body positioning in relation to producing a propelling
force. Students should recognize that body parts must
flex prior to using a dynamic' extension to bring about
propelling movements.

d) Have students move on and off, over, in and out, or
around the equipment by propelling themselves in the
air. After propelling themselves into the air have them
assume different shapes while airborne.

e) Have students try different directions of take-off and
landing, e.g., forwards, backwards, and sidewards.
Propel the body into space and absorb landing force via
a "giving" of body parts (bending at knees) and a rol-
ling action to dissipate the remaining force.

Activities for developing stability are as follows:
a) Have students determine how many individual body

parts on which they can balance (foot, knee, seat,
stomach, etc.).

0 1
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lit I taw students make different shapes while balancing
on narrow and wide bases of support. Dis( uss the

above at tivities in relation to determining will( h base
or support is most appropriate for each activity. Ask
questions about ideal support bases for activities not
done in class in order to evaluate it a cognitive under-
standing has been attained.

c) Students who show a readiness for complex level ba-
lance work can work with a partner. One student al-
lows his partner to gradually take all of his weight as
they develop a sequence of balances.

di Students may play games of losing and regaining ba-
lance SLR II as:
Partner Pull (2 partners-1 rope or hoop).
Directions: Put rope on the ground in straight line he-
tween partners. Partners grasp hands and place domi-
nant feet together; on signal each partner attempts to
dislodge the other from a balanced position. The part-
ner push game works basically the same as above.

i. Absorbing force in catching can be learned via use of the
following:

al Have students work with a ball by propelling it straight
up in the air and then catching it. Have students try to
make catches at high, middle, and low levels. Ask-them
to have the ball hit their hands softly. Question them
concerning what they Must do in order to have the ball
land in their hands quietly and softly.

I)) Working with partners, have each watch to see if his
partner "gives" with the ball as it is caught. See it the
partner can catch the ball without making any sound.
Students should make suggestions to their partners, it
necessary, to have them successfully achieve the task.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Psycho-Social

People need lo feel
acceptan(e by their

peers

Why Is It Important?
I . lielonging .lnd feeling importanl dot human
need, lild may heplet through participation in physic al a(

( ooperatie endeavors in( amaraderie.

t. Many I oeapelitive setting., ef1( (:urage aggressive behavior.
lea( her,, need to help prepare the student to handle feelings
ot aggression in pl.11iV(',111(1 ()ward( bye Ny ;vs.

How Do I Get It?
I exiling 1.\perieto ('s

I . I he I Iowan Mat Hine is an at livitv which ( on be used Id il-
lustrate gettier, Ann.!, With others, T hree or 011)re !tuck.nls can
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he involved in limning each )rie student [ATMs
making a 11111.1.1111'111 kvalknif., siting he,11 iron] side to sido,
et( A second student joins in t > ( reale the sec ,nd
noted part of the Ma( bine and so eh. Musi«an provide a
rhythm to help "harmonize the rnovrments.

llhadoyving and mirroring 1..,periviii es can also be useful
tro.vani concept trovelopment. tine efforts" is another
appropriate developmental at twits idea. Fur \,11111)It', stu-
dents take turns jumping from s springboard for distance.
Fat ft effort is measured, added to all others, and the total dis-
tan( e is tenoned. Another example entails stretching a rope
between two volleyball standards :ipproximately six feet high
(depending upon skill of the group). The whole team must

trigether to get over the rope. Once over, one cannot re-
turn to provide assistance. I he ohject is tdget the whole team
oer the rope. Again a multitude (II activit c.in help with
this concept. ire Cooperative Sports do,' Vook" con-
tainc, many excellent ideas suitable fort and class-
room use. Again, ( lass discussion ( a .i to relate
school, family. and even governmental relax. Jils,aps to the ac-
tivity.

2. Cooperative type ,ictivites offer ahundant learning experi-
ence`,. They help students thin k shout 111(1 appreciate working
together toward common goals. The chance to blend social
studies subject matter with the physical education lessons is
also manifested. For ile.1,11)( e, wh it happens when nations fail
to coupe; ate with each other? What occurs at home when
family members help each oth; r? I low do laws help people
cooperate?

Two different iev Is f.rf cooperativ, interaction exist. One
level simply ,evolves acting upon environmental aspects. Par -

ij do not wor;-. with others directly but share the same
t.r Ivironmental boundaries. Therefore they must move in total
awareness of others, constantly realizing that they are sharing
space. An example would b, a dance lesson where students
are exploring dire( t ions in space. As they move about the des-
ignated area, they n iust not touch other class members. They
,,hould attempt to utilize all available space as they explore
'le various spatial directions.

rhe other level of cooperative interaction involves two or
more participants working together to accomplish a mutual
goal. Many games and activities can be used to illustrate this

'(WI( k, rpm,. (u)pchttivt, ',owl, anti C,,itylcs li4mk Nev,. 1.(nk:
)11 flunk., 1.171)
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stage tit tnierar non Ideas mentioned in Item # I in this ser Iiun
are ;()r)(1 erampli.s.

I. Inherent in all t ompetilive learn sports and games are 1 r)-
operative elements. flits interaction Las mostly at the
tiara-team level. Tcanuuates work tor,ether in a positive way
to hopefully ac hieve a cln111111111 goal,

Flag Grab is a game in which cooperative and «,mpelitive
elements are quite apparent. Two teams of equal numbers
play this game in an area which is about filly yards lung and
about to yards wick!. Each player -must carry a flag in his rear
pocket. One team begins On offense, attempting to protect
their flags and uses team strategy to cross the score line. The
defensive team tries to grab the other team's flags. Any rough
play (hitting, kicking, pushing, etc.) will place the player in the
"penally box" (PENALTY: take both shoes off and put them
back on before returning to the game or have other agreed
upon "penalties"). Points are scored when players cross the
goal line still carrying their flags. Individual skills and team-
work are really more apparent in this game than who is the
victor.
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Humanities
Experiences in
sport, dance,
exercise, and play
provide many
possibilities for
encounters with
others and require
dynamic
relationships in
competition and/or
cooperative
activities

78

Why Is It Ittiportitnt?
and don(

I old.

At «.0,11)11, Ift,11,1\ 111.1.(1 thli4 t.\peilt.iii I. III Ind( lit
as they are Ilttt iiiheient in any .11 dully.

as

How?
It m-fling I.Nperien«.,.

I. it encourage better observation as well as "person sen-
sitivity", use .1 silent dance/game approach. Allow no verbal
communication, Only facial and body actions and gesti.:es
c .111 be perceived as cues for communication. -Fry this in both
cooperative and competitive situations. Discuss the students'
reactions. Was the reaction different in the two situations?
Discuss.

2. While in a play, sport, or dance situation, assign roles to be
carried out while engaged in the activity. In this "role play-
ing" technique, such assignments could be negative roles,
e.g., the completely selfish player, or the always aggressive
group member. Positive roles could he the sharing or en-
couraging person. It would he a good idea to assign the role to
the student who is normally farthest from displaying that
characteristic. Have the student playing the role discuss how
the role "fit". Have others in the group discuss their reactions
to the new person".



Humanities

Sportsmanship in
competitive
athletics requires
being and
discovering a
worthy opponent

Why Is It Important?
. Oppnnents 1111(1 t() he 1(1,111ch, (litiol lot r,e1111ille t on

lest.

( )pnonents mos! denunr fr,tle ti..( I I, it their t (mine-
hints.

/11111eles often t Focht their opponent's performance as
motivating !actor for personal excellence.

How Do I Get It?
Leaning F.xperience.,,
I . Asa teaching strategy when assigning groups for competit-
ive activities, conscientiously choose.. students of similar
competency. Do the opposite when grouping students in co-
operative activities. Be sure students are aware of the goal dif-
ferent is in these assignments as well as the differences in skill
ability.

2. Prior to a class period of cooperative activities and compe-
titive activities, have students discuss examples of coopera-
tive effort necessary for success. In competitive activities, dis-
c uss aril agree on the rules, conduct, and attitudes appropri-
ate to the activity. Such discussions in cooperative activities
could involve maximizing the enjoyment by avoiding conflict
and replaying points if there is a question of fairness or
suggesting techniques to opponents to improve skill and strat-
egies. In competitive activities, discuss such things as cheat-
ing, which diminish the contest, in some way.

.3. In cooperative and competitive activities, provide all stu-
dents with experience and understanding of the official's re-
sponsibility. Discuss pre- and post-activity time, the difficul-
ties associated with monitoring an activity for fairness and
safety concerns, and the inappropriate behavior of .contes-
tants and spectators.
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miesthetics

Psycho-Social

Life is enhanced
when one
experiences
increased

awareness of self.

Physical activity is a
prime vehicle
It ward
experiencing a.
multitude, of nevi,
sensations and
expanding
awareness horizons

Why Is It Important?
Prim ii)1,,

In order to "turn un, one ntu,t herons' intro,,pective dtul
re«)gm.se the need for "letting go

I he h( )( 1%. I 1( '1;( I', to I ` onditioned relative to
the !tic\ in it \vine ins !veel.

t. I he tivilv must (Mora challenge have significant ree-
le v,uu e tea Ow student.

Now Do I Get It?
1 eduning f_ \periern

I \P("III2, 1(1 .00 tIvIII(", %vim h i'010 ()Lirlge
pce,,,luri \. ill help nevelup flu cone ept. Modern edit( ,c
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111,11.11 11.1111 e and li,r,e11 upon I alian's emetil
11 1 II ' \ I i 1 1. ( 1111,r 1111111,,,,, 1111'.1, 1111 p11,Y,Itill.

pH .11 Id 11111110 It `, help 111 1 ompli,iiienl
reimilling pei.. use the iniaitiii,m1 and

111 ,111I1eo111' 111111') than ',oh. I 111-.1. inv., Wild to liee the
11 1111' 111,111 11.111111i 1 1 i ,I1 , .11', ,11111 0,11111". AV 111 'I

( 1111 \ 'I 1111 1111 1 \ .11 1. 1 'N I 11 'I 1 . %AII I( 11'.1 \VI 11( 11 ( 111

0111 11 1' \ 1111",',11111 ,1 111 111 y0111,11 111(1 \ 1'1110111 ',1\ 11 A ',MOH )111 I

11 ',111110111', 1;1'1 11 t);1'1111.1 .11111 ',1,11.( 1 .1 1111.1111. 111.1111 e, ',1111 \N111`1,

( )1 \ 1111111 1( 11111;1 `111111, 1111 .1. 1 hl '1 1 (110\ \1111 111),;(.11114

111 1 11.011. 1iiu\ 1.1110111 11 11 \NW 11(11110V a ( 01,1111 1111'.1.

1 h gut should lie given a ( ILllll e 10 ine,,ent the skit In
low lass.

Iiititi(lut Illg ',Indent, to some
l" 11111,1m". holli 1011111/t Itt), Allot

n1111(110', I/1 ql`,1,1111(.(1 11111).', 011(1 (1111e1

1,1 \,111((11( ,111 110,1 VPIV p(1,,111V('('11(1111p, for OW( 1,1'01,4,0,11M,

`,11111 lune lessons to in twit. all skill levels, I or inslon«.,
member of a 111'111 S',1,1(1(' ( 1,1Y, 1', 1110 goalie kir a lo( al youth

( or team and his skill level is ntnre prnlic 11411 111,111 111(` rest

1/1 1111' ( 1,1Y, I ).sign (1( tivities whi( h involve him in a (
av while his talent assists others jii

an livily in which he is goalie against three or
tour stin Ole 1)1,1(11( d1(11', (HI g(hil.

I he belore and ,ifter school activities suggested in Chapter
( )110 s\ 30!11 offer additional opportunities for students 1(1 seek

it tivitv. AI,o, students may \visit to pursue quality
youth sport prog,roins as well as dance and gymnastic training.
I he tea( li( shoui,1 1,1ve an awareness of such programs for
guidon( "Ill Ion
I. Inc .(.114,1e .111(1 high risk experiences into the
( urri( tte h( Many activities are very

..alety is the highest priority. (...argo
f:`( , "gllip'11(`111, Silk, circus balancing
and !him more items can provide the basis for exciting

and challenging activities. 1 he exo-rielice should be complex
enough to provide challenge, yet simpit0 enough to provide

ess.

rope ( a small group of students attempt
to .upport theniselv(, 011 011e ( limbing tope. In order to ac-
, mplish this, some students have to climb the rope higher
than others. Group decision making comes into play.
I \ample: tightrope walking -- stretch a rope very tight be-
tveen two firm attic hmentA' (walls, bleac:Ilersmy permanent
pie«e of equipment). Initially, raise rope about one foot from

r)
Li
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Ac". l hutii

interpretations an.
based on prior
learning and

%aloes
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Why?
I ,,141)10( tI1,0 ,11".111,11( In 1104".,y1llhow,

, aullillll`. II.IIIl lilui nuunenllcluhenest.II
I., ow Tr( 1,11 111.11 is immediately 1,111w.rii by the pi
11)1 WO

.1. In the like( live aesthetic nialin the spy( tatol,, rely heavily
on visual 4lp,e0,,,Itimi tot their inteiptolation hut some attempt

oliseie with all senses; seeing, hew itoi smelling anti feel-
ing nil ik..einent qualities awe \ pollen( ecl by the performer.

How?
(1,11Ml 15IrerII Ill e1,

I. While pertiniiiiiip,, students onominicate their
(nisi imisness ul the pet lorman( it as it is e\perienced. While

pitiforming gninastic foal a student is em mirage(' to "talk
throng,h" thoughts and feelings.

2. ';ttitlents, thrinigh verbal and non-verbal art forms, de-
s( 'die th .1; i,inesthetic awareness of the skills performe(I. As
an es,.11.ple. titer a sm.( )erformance following many
trial, the student «Add describe in writing the feelings of the
Ilerllrt moment of balance, speed, po\ver, atirl poise; or, the
student could demonstrate the feeling through color and de-
sign.



While .1eStile(i4

I 01 114411 1.11

Milt/011(.11i iS pel%

NI I01011,1i

ilolvrpretalion,

fundamental artist k
!owl% are available.
However, these
tenets are not
net essarily nhviiith
Ill everyone

Why?
I'rn In\ ol
I glearei insight Into the al-ahrtu 'haploid' lit on at

Indent,, need to 1(..ach a slotted level ,i,,
\ lhii tpiin t Ltlrtii i I, in I, I le trained.

t I hi Lill it apple( lotion icquiles iron. thin sin
',(10,''',1101.1011( i''.,111111111111.111.1111\11u\VIt'4,l'id .11411'11(

I. Ni()V1111',1`, an 1111p1Htt1111 , ' p ' 1 ul hylill',11. 10,01%1', t \pit",
I"vil41111111.111.

Flow?
I owning I xpf (,
I 1(1 he "Wined tin" to a form of sport, dance, exert ise, or
1)1,1Y, a student must have ample time to practice and excel.
Class should provide enough time for individual choi( e of ae
tivitie,, and trequent practice lion.. Students "turned on" loan

tivity «mld he permitted ext0 time to practic e during the
s( 11001 day (after school ,ictivitiest and encouraged to find a

group in the community where pOdicipation is possible.

2, After skills ate learned and practi«1, students need to ex-
per !Cite serving in a judgmental capacity of others in move
nn/hit performances. Critical skill criteria should he set by the
cISss. Gymnastic s, tumbling, dance, and spectator spoils lend
eily toward this purpose.

I. \;ludents rir.,ed to find the meaning of personal movement
expTiences through various techniques of self-examination.,
At Ilikage level, when choices of activities are given,
students should reflect the basis of Weir choice, e.g., to be
with friends, to have fun, to try to meet the challenge, to avoid
an unpleasant task, etc. The prerequisite to such analysis is
moving, playing, dancing, etc. When the activity session has
been completed, a discussion should follow based on how the
students felt about the activity.

I xampies: how did friendships add to the enjoyment? What
was fun about the activity? What was the real challenge?
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Psycho-Social

ipoliois; in

regular pii sit di
at ti, it, augment,.
survkal

44'

I IA I '1 I I. "11N

Why Is it Important?
1,, midi( Trd i)()1 11111

!Rim- \\ 11f411 ()I Mu\ 10'11011 (

,11(111(IIII'(0110(d.

111111,11k (I ,111(11.011 II(V1 l's1111 1,1111 I ,111(1 (01( (011(1;('1111011 I()

(I('\ 11111(0 ( (1111111(01«. (11"01(' in (Mir! III
(('I (I( II\ 11111)111 ll'I\ 1111011 (011t1' 11101(11(0,

Ilow Do I Get It?
1,H(11,1: 1 \II(

I ii,tlan«, 1,, tit(' (1 \\HI muml,,(1 pr.,/1.11 10,11
imn,raw Imp()rtallt (mtpnteul,, I() Ineadpr ma, (
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I xeii 1,0e rily.sitoithnv

W/IV?
.1111111\ 111111 H111111.11111' MO 411 !lift I 111.11 ',1104;1)1

I1i111I II ph\ 111'1'111'11

'1111,i11111I'

ilihtbw?
11',101110: I Xiit'Heil(

f011.4 ,,111010,11, 11111.\ pc( 11411\ W1(10411111'
III 11(1111111' 11",011111 within Ihelr 1.111);1' nl 0'1'01101

11(11i .01 Al)(VO, 111,11 '1111'11011 ,111( I AI

1111\r'11'11 11101 11161"0, .111' ()111.11 ("00111.101 64;1(411011h for ()VI'l
I 1)1111111; ',Milt' !VIA", 00111'10M los. I he lea( hot hotild make
Indent', await, of exen ises and ,t( tivities whit. 11 will help ttl

(10\vIon ,1ln.ng111 and 1'n11ui11n(e in all maw! mum It, groups.
'fln(lent,, should leaw 111,0 positive , hallos in
sitength and ( onlinvom ular fitness are not likely to lice ur in
tvo day pet week it less physti al tint MO( al
et hi( dhoti homework is absolutely ne( essatv for optimal
pltysic,ti development. For motivational ;imposes students
should be en« imaged to keep individual records as to
stiengili and ( ordiovasculor improvements.

( )lie way to stimilkile rem lion I() the survival (incept is to
play the "I tang ( )11 For I )ear I ire chime", lising the high bar,
( llinnills 1),11, window sills, or a liori/ontal ladder, have stu-
dents progressively increase the number of seconds they can
hold 00 until their individual partners ("firefighters") can get
to (Iwo) with a net (imaginary) to say( their lives. One partner
betins a still hang, with feet off the ground, on any of the
equipment mentioned above. As soon as the hang begins the
"hanger's" partner starts running away, I he partner attempts
to get as far avvav as possible before the "hanger", who has
now almost exhausted all hanging strength hollers "help,
save me!" Upon hearing those wOrds, the partner runs back as
last as possible to touch (save) the "hanger", before the
hanger's feet touch the ground. The roles are then changed
and the "firefighter" becomes the "hanger". It should be men-
tioned that the hanging position is a static stretch position
which is often a very good exercise for the spine and back
muscles. A competitive psychological sustaining power is
also developed. T he gapie also Offers indirect or direct compe-
titive experiences if appropriate for the children involved.

Other activities to develop this concept include carrying or
pulling a peer to a safe distance from an imagined unsafe envi-
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Humanities

Play, sport, dance,
and exercise are
movement forces
which can
contribute to some
extent to the ability
to "survive" a
meaningful
existence, and to
cope with the
everyday stresses of
life

Why?
1. Play and dance have always been forms where human life
interprets itself.
2. Many e, ho engage in natural sports do so to enjoy the
beauty of nature or Iii ense one's finiteness in an infinite
cosmos.

3. For others there is something more, something called chal-
lenge, in which there is a high degree of stress and risk and in
which the spirit of adventure provides a sense of exhilaration,
confidence, control, and self-satisfaction.

How?
Learning Experiences

1. Students need to perform in activities specifically to ex-
press an idea, exaggerate a theme, or attempt to initiate an ob-
jective response from spectators. In small groups or individu-
ally, students can choreograph movements in activities such
as dance, gymnastics, swimming, and game forms. Teachers
could also set up the experience much like charades in which
one group tries to interpret the idea or theme from the move-
ment patterns of the other.

2. Activities employing the naturalness of nature should be
explored, (cycling or jogging through the "openness" with
energy centered on the beauty and calm). Discussions after
the experience should be directed toward capturing the
sereneness and tranquility of spirit as a means of release from
life's daily anxieties.

3. Students should have selections in the curriculum which
call for challenge and taking risks. Many tumbling stunts and
diving activities offer this opportunity, but where possible
skating, repelling, skiing, etc., could be suggested as extended
activities. 1hrough discussion, after participation, students
could compare experiences of "highs", "control", "conli-
dence"md "accomplishment".
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Kinesiology

Transferring the
weight of heavy
objects safely
requires the use of
proper body
mechanics

92

Why?
1. Liftingbring the object as near the line of gravity (center
of the body) as possible. Keep the back flat and use the strong
muscles of the legs to lift.

2. Pushing/pulling apply force in line with the center of
gravity of the object. Apply force in the desired direction of
movement. Keep the body in proper alignment, especially by
maintaining a straight hack.

How?
Learning Experiences
1. Practice lifting physical education equipment of varying
sizes and weight, depending on individual strength from i)ne
table to another table, from a table to the floor (or low bench),
and from the floor to the table. Children should work in pairs.
One watches for the box to be in close to the body and for the
back to be flat while the other lifts. Correct and incorrect tech-
niques should first be demonstrated by the teacher to be sure
children can identify proper and improper mechanics.

2. Put a tall heavy box on a towel on a slick floor. Mark three
"x's" on it for places to, push (one of center of gravity, one
above, and one below). Let children determine what happens
when the wrong x's are pushed. Try pushing from the "east"
side to make the box move "north". Children analyze each
other for use of flat back and use of leg muscles to push. Try a
two against one tug-of-war to help children feel the proper pul-
ling positionthe two could just sit down and let the one try
to move them from that position. Again, emphasize the use of
leg muscles along with a flat back.
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